
This week we are asking all members to complete an Interest Survey. The
goal of this survey is to find some common threads among Founding Guild
Members, using interests to create community. This survey will help identify
who shares common hobbies and also those of you willing to serve in a
leadership role for any given interest. Once we establish these groups, our
hope is that members can begin to meet around the common interest to build
relationships and community. So, for instance if we identify all golfers,
perhaps that group can arrange a fun golf outing. For those who enjoy music,
maybe there is a local concert that you can attend together. Maybe all the
crafters can attend a craft fair together. What about a Legacy Book club? And
so on!
 
Since we recognize that 25% of our members live outside of WNC and some
members may still be uneasy about meeting in person, we would also like to
use emails, Facebook Groups, Zoom Calls and phone calls to simply connect
one another around their shared passions and pastimes!
 
We are excited to be actively creating community by identifying common
interests, especially on the heels of the exciting news that Legacy will begin
Site Work, kicking off the construction timeline. Ultimately, these groups will
help form the lifestyle and culture for when Legacy opens in the future! But
that is not the goal now as current staff are only focused on the sales and
marketing efforts. Once more staff is hired, specifically an Executive Director
and Activities/Life Enrichment Director, these interest groups will play an



important role in shaping the spaces and programming of the activities and
amenities here at Legacy. So, we encourage everyone to complete the
survey knowing that while these groups may begin with community
connecting and socializing, they will have an important role further down the
road.

Click HERE to take Survey
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